HOW CAN FORESTS
BENEFIT?
The Current Problems:

HOW CAN LOCAL
ECONOMIES BENEFIT?
Reduced Energy Costs:
Biomass residues are generally

When forests are overcrowded,
they are more prone to disease,

25-75% lower than fossil fuels,

insect infestations, and wildfires.

which gives facilities substantial

Additionally, older forests, like those

savings and additional funds to

found in Maryland, have a higher

spend within the community.

mortality rate and are moving
towards an equilibrium where they
annually.
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Keeping Production Local:
To keep prices for woody
biomass low, the residues need to

How Biomass Helps:
Biomass energy is either from
wood by-products or small, lowvalue residuals gathered from best
forest management practices, such
as routine thinning, or urban tree
care.

Image from: Janowiak, M. 2017.Forest Management for Carbon Benefits Introduction.
(June, 2017). U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Climate Change Resource
Center.

be sourced 30-100 miles from the
biomass system. This means that
the jobs created for processing and
managing woody by-products will
directly benefit the community
using the energy, and the money
spent on residues remains in the
community.
Data from Wood Education and Resource Center, Renewable Resource Solutions, LLC., and
US Forest Wood Education and Resource Center. Greater Delaware Area, March, 2012.

WHAT IT IS,
THE BENEFITS OF
THERMAL RENEWABLE
ENERGY CREDITS,
AND MARYLAND'S
POTENTIAL

Biomass is any organic matter that
can be converted to energy. Woody
biomass is from forest industry or
management by-products.

WHY ARE THERMAL
RENEWABLE ENERGY
CREDITS (TRECS) NEEDED?
It is important to develop a
diversified energy portfolio to ensure
reliable production. Biomass is most
efficient when used for thermal
energy and can be accessed as soon
as it is needed. As a thermal system,
it complements other renewable
options that are most efficient in
producing electricity. If thermal RECs
included woody biomass, the state
could benefit from:
Increased efficiencies
Expanded accessibility to
renewable energy by mitigating
high investment costs
Reduced dependence on
imported fossil fuels

THERMAL REC
SUCCESSES IN OTHER
STATES

POTENTIAL FOR
BIOMASS IN
MARYLAND

New Hampshire

Renewable:

After including woody biomass as

Maryland Department of Natural

a TREC in 2012, by 2015 it is

Resources reports that forests

reported that 116 facilities

cover 39% of the state and are

saved 7.7 million gallons of
imported oil totaling $11.8
million that would have left the
state
spent $5.8 million on wood
chips that were sourced within
New Hampshire

Arizona
A growing concern out west is
forest fires which are exacerbated

growing 2.6 times faster than the
removals.
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by tree overcrowding and the use
of fossil fuels due to their large
impact on climate change. Using
woody biomass gave the state an
opportunity to actively manage
their forests while incorporating a
renewable energy source into the
state's energy portfolio.
Data from the Clean Energy States Alliance reports, "Case Studies of Best RPS Practices"
and "Renewable Thermal in State Renewable Portfolio Standards."

This resource is brought to you by the Maryland Clean Energy Center
in partnership with the Maryland Department of Natural Resources
through the U.S. Forest Service Wood Innovations Grant.
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
Learn more about Maryland's biomass initiative at
https://www.mdcleanenergy.org/biomass/
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Abundant:
Currently, Maryland produces
approximately 900,000+ tons of
wood waste annually - this has
enough energy potential to heat 80
schools as well as provide both
heat and power needs for 10
hospitals.
Data from the United States Department of Agriculture's "Forests of Maryland, 2019" ,
USDA Forest Service "Maryland's Forests 2008", and The Pinchot Institute for Conservation
"The Potential for Sustainable Wood-Based Bioenergy in Maryland"

